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Myasthenia Gravis is an autoimmune disorder that
is characterized by fluctuating weakness or
paralysis of voluntary muscles. It is frequently
associated with antibodies directed against a
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor in the postsynaptic
membrane of neuromuscular junctions, leading to
muscle membrane defects. While there are no
epidemiological data on pediatric myasthenia, the
disease is often associated with psychological
distress, and is more common in young girls than
in boys. Epidemiological data on the clinical
characteristics of pediatric myasthenia are limited
to case series, and most evidence is based on
observation studies. Myasthenia Gravis is
generally diagnosed in childhood or adolescence
and usually resolves in early adulthood, although it
can persist throughout the lifespan and may be
associated with long-term disease-related
disability. This chapter addresses the
epidemiology, diagnosis, and clinical management
of pediatric myasthenia.Q: SSH-ing into docker
server with keypair I have a docker image I am
trying to run and can't figure out how to connect
to the docker server with a keypair, which is being
pointed at by the DNS name and the container



name. I have exported the keypair to
docker/~/.ssh/test and created a file test.pub in
/etc/ansible/hosts. When I run ansible-playbook -i
inventory/docker.cfg -c localhost -m ping test.pub I
get fatal: [localhost]: FAILED! => {"changed":
true, "msg": "Unable to find the file
'/etc/ansible/hosts'"} So it is only looking at the
name /etc/ansible/hosts and I am unable to
override that. I have tried moving the keypair to
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